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DRAFT CRCC Policy Committee 
 Minutes  - June 24, 2005   

Santa Barbara 
 
Attendees    Agency 
Dave Potter   Transportation Agency for Monterey County 
Susan Rose   Santa Barbara County Association of Governments 
Mike Powers   Santa Barbara COG 
Peter Rodgers   San Luis Obispo COG 
Ronald L. DeCarli  San Luis Obispo COG 
Eric Schatemeir  Caltrans Rail Program 
Liz O’Donoghue  Amtrak 
Linda Culp   San Diego Association of Governments/LOSSAN 
Charles Varnes  Interested citizen 
 
 
Introductions 
Public Comment – None 
 
Peter Rodgers will work with Dave Potter’s office to schedule a time to present the plaque of appreciation to 
Joni Gray. 
 
1. Minutes/Elections - Dave Potter mentioned the notes from the prior policy meeting, and the technical 

meeting in the agenda packet.  There were no changes and the minutes were accepted.  Election of the 
Chair was continued. 

 
2. Amtrak Items; Ridership and Revenue - Liz O’Donohue  summarized the ridership explaining that 

May 05 was 6.2% over May 04.  On-time performance was only 75% compared to 90% last year.  
Reasons for the delays include; storm damage slow-orders, increased freights, massive retirements 
from RR engineers, lack of passing sidings, and a computer-aided dispatch change for the Coast Route 
north of Santa Barbara.     There is continued growth in the RAIL 2 RAIL program, and encouraging 
prospects with the RAIL 2 BUS program that SLOCOG has begun.   Supervisor S. Rose would like to 
see the free transit program expanded to the South Coast Transit District (MTD).   P. Rodgers asked if 
the State would support a similar program for Coast Starlight passengers, especially in places like 
Salinas, and Eric Schatmeier indicated they would.    L. O’Donohue and Dave Potter agreed it is 
worth pursuing.  It was noted that LA-SLO ridership is up 186% after addition of the new train.   Coast 
Starlight on-time performance has been 13% and ridership is down as well.  The reason: freight 
conflicts, few sidings etc.  Ron DeCarli asked “What can be done?”  Amtrak’s primary objective is to 
ensure that none of the delays are their fault.  The other key strategy for improvement is a federal 
funding program for capital grants. 

 
Amtrak Strategic Reform Initiative -  The new Amtrak Board, along with other stakeholders have 
created a bold reform package.  Key issues; recognize the successes of rail and decouple the Amtrak 
debate; the need for an 80:20 match program.  Ron DeCarli asked about the equipment shortfall and tilt 
trains for the Coast Route.   Eric Schatemeir noted that Califronia will be looking at 3rd generation 
“California Cars”, not tilt trains.    Liz O’Donghue noted that many other state are looking at tilt options 
for the single level fleet.   ES noted the need for compatible equipment.   The unique maintenance 



issues associated with a separate type of equipment is a liability.   On the long distance trains, Liz 
O’Donoghue noted that performance measures will be tailored for each train.  It is likely that the Coast 
Starlight will have a good chance to meet it’s goals, as one of the most popular train in the Amtrak Basic 
System.   If it struggles, the States will have ample opportunity to provide financial support to keep it 
operating.   Amtrak is requesting $1.8 billion in the 05/06 federal budget and there was a discussion 
about the $550 million that was approved in the appropriations sub committee.   The need for full 
funding was emphasized.   
 
FOLLOW-UP - Peter Rodgers agreed to get speaking notes to  Supervisors Rose and Potter to contact 
state legislators, the Governor, and all congressional delegates, to support the appropriation, and for 
Assembly Joint Resolution 18. 

 
2.  Update on Legislation – PR discussed efforts to include language in SB 1024 (Perata) to upgrade the 

Coast Corridor.   The SLOCOG Board has supported amendments to the bill, but there has been no 
response from Perata about amendments to the bill.    

 
FOLLOW-UP - Supervisors Rose and Potter suggested forwarding the language to the legislative staff 
at each County, and RTPA for inclusion in their legislative program.  

  
A discussion on AB 765 (Salinas) followed.  It is unlikely that the amendments proposed by SLOCOG 
will be added to the bill to allow Amtrak throughway buses to pick up non-rail passengers – but 
statewide, momentum is growing in recognizing some problems with the current law.    
 

3.   Caltrans Report – ES mentioned a possible shift in the departure time of the new train to San Luis 
Obispo (#798).  In full recognition of the need to coordinate with Metrolink, PR noted that it would be 
helpful if moving to an earlier northbound departure (for train #799) was part of the evaluation.   An 
earlier NB train would better address Santa Barbara’s need for an earlier arrival. Mike Powers 
mentioned that Caltrans will be installing changeable message boards later this Summer.  ES  noted 
that all state supported buses are required to “break even”.   Overall, the buses now generate $8 million 
in revenue for the State. 

 
4.    LOSSAN Corridor North Study – Linda Culp summarized the status of the plan.   Susan Rose 

expressed concerns that Santa Barbara was so isolated with last winter’s storms.   LO noted that rail 
services and repairs should be eligible for disaster relief funding.   ES noted that he believes rail 
services are eligible, just not often pursued. LC noted that some capacity modeling work will be done to 
evaluate some the commute rail service scenarios to Santa Barbara from Ventura.  RD asked about the 
0-3, 4-8 and 9-20 year time frames and LC stated those are the relative time periods to start and 
complete construction once the funding is secured.  Mike Powers will be taking the plan to the SBCAG 
Board in July. 

 
5.   CRCC Capacity Model -  PR noted the Union Pacific has decided not to validate to results of the 

$40,000 capacity model.   He reviewed several options on how to proceed, finally suggesting the CRCC 
request legislative and political support to secure funding for the corridor.   It is suggested that a meeting 
be set up between Dave Potter (& Pete Rodgers) and Union Pacific, possibly at Pebble Beach.   

 
 FOLLOW-UP - Peter Rodgers to set up a meeting with Union Pacific to discuss “next steps”. 
 
Other issues:   Mike Powers discussed the 101 In Motion Study and noted that several of the alternatives 
include commuter rail services.  It is scheduled for the SBCAG Board in the Fall. 
 NEXT CRCC TAC 9/16/05 – San Mateo.   NEXT CRCC POLICY – Pebble Beach/Monterry 
 



  


